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“My phone is not powered off, and I found the charger to charge it.” Yu Sheng lied. 

“It’s really useless. The phone doesn’t have electricity at the critical moment. What do I use you for?” 

Yang Zihuan was furious, and said angrily: “Yu Sheng, I warn you, if there is something wrong with Xiao 

Shui, I will work hard with you!” 

For the rest of his life, he was a little embarrassed, thinking that he was only caring for his wounds, and 

such a big thing happened. He hurriedly promised: “I just called Xiao Shui’s teacher. Xiao Shui is safe. I 

will go over and bring him back now. Home.” 

Yang Zihuan, who was opposite, finally breathed a sigh of relief. Xiaoshui’s study has been operating for 

the rest of her life, and she doesn’t even have a call from Teacher He. 

Today’s such a big flood disaster came so suddenly, she was worried in her heart. 

Especially when she saw a lot of videos of children being washed away by the flood on the news, she 

cried anxiously and almost fainted. 

At this time, hearing that her son was safe, her nerves were tense for several hours before finally 

relaxing. 

“Well, you go quickly, you must pay attention to safety.” Yang Zihuan’s tone calmed down. 

“Well, then hang up first.” Yu Sheng said and hung up the phone. 

Seeing the flood that had reached the top of the stairs, Yu Sheng didn’t have to return to Xia Jun and the 

others’ phone calls, put away the phone, and walked directly in. 

The flood was about 1.5 meters deep, directly above Yu Sheng’s waist. 

Walking in such deep water has very high resistance, and even if the internal strength is deep for the 

rest of his life, it will appear very slow. 

But compared with ordinary people, his walking speed in the water at this time is almost the same as 

when there is no water. 

At this time, almost no one could be seen outside. Yu Sheng suddenly saw that a door panel was being 

washed down by the flood not far away. With joy, he hurried over and jumped to the door panel before 

the door panel was washed away. superior. 

With the fulcrum of the door panel, it is necessary to save a lot of energy, and the speed is twice as fast. 

Looking at the animals that were constantly being washed away, Yu Sheng’s mood became heavier and 

heavier. It seems that this flood disaster has also caused great losses for the people. 

For the rest of his life, although he could not save the animals that were washed away by the flood, he 

kept looking around. If he encountered a child who was washed away, he would definitely save it. 

Soon I saw a supermarket in front, thinking that Xiaoshui and others had been hungry for several hours, 

so he controlled the door to the supermarket. 

It may be that the employees in the supermarket did not come in and closed the door. The floods had 

flooded the supermarket a long time ago, and there was no one in the supermarket. 

However, many high shelves have not been affected. For the rest of your life, you can get the things on 

them just by squatting down. 

Yu Sheng controlled the door to turn around in the supermarket, and finally found a large floating bag, 

filled a bag of snacks indiscriminately, and left the supermarket. 

Along the way, although a lot of swept livestock were found, no one was swept away for the rest of my 

life, which is a good thing. 



An hour later, he finally arrived at the kindergarten. At this time, the police officers arranged by Wu 

Guanpei to rescue Xiaoshui and others had just arrived for a while. 

They drove ten kayaks and were picking up the kindergarten children into the kayaks in an orderly 

manner. 

Seeing Yu Sheng actually maneuvering the door panel to come retrograde, the police officers were a 

little surprised. 

When they saw that it was the rest of their lives, they all admired it very much. 

Before Yu Sheng helped their captain Xia Feixue broke the bank robbery, they also knew that on the day 

of the commendation meeting, they also witnessed Yu Sheng being awarded the title of civilian hero. 

But what made them admire Yu Sheng even more was that the provincial government awarded Yu 

Sheng a bonus of 10 million yuan. Yu Sheng actually donated it to the Anti-epidemic Association on the 

spot. Even Director Wu was moved. 

“Help! Help! Comrade police, please help me quickly 1” 

At this moment, a woman’s cry for help came from the upstream direction. Yu Sheng looked back and 

saw that a little boy was being washed down by the flood 100 meters away, and dozens of meters 

behind the little boy was a very Embarrassed middle-aged woman. 

The middle-aged woman kept chasing the little boy in front of her in the water, but the current was a 

little panting. She was constantly knocked down into the water by the flood, but she insisted on getting 

up.  
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Seeing this, Yu Sheng quickly turned around and controlled the door panel to swim forward. 

“Dad, daddy…” 

At this moment, Xiao Shui’s excited shout came from behind him. When Yu Sheng turned around, he 

saw Xia Feixue coming out of the kindergarten holding the water and putting him on the kayak. 

“Xiao Shui, you stay with the police uncle first, and Dad will come back after saving someone.” Yu Sheng 

shouted. 

“Well, Dad, you are coming soon, I’m so hungry!” Xiao Shui shouted. 

Yu Sheng suddenly thought of the snacks on the door. He grabbed the bag and threw it in the direction 

of Xia Feixue and others. 

“I have snacks here, please, Captain Xia will give it to the children to eat!” Yu Sheng shouted, and then 

struggling to swim forward. 

Xia Feixue’s eyes widened. They were a hundred meters away from the rest of their lives. Can he throw 

a bag of snacks? 

“Come over and stop the snack bag, don’t let the flood wash away.” Xia Feixue said hurriedly. 

“Okay Captain, the police officer on the kayak at the far end responded and quickly greeted him. 

But soon, they were dumbfounded. 

I saw that the snack bag didn’t even fall at the place they estimated, but fell gently onto Xia Feixue’s 

kayak. 

‘This guy is just a pervert! Xia Feixue said in surprise, and hurriedly opened the bag and took out snacks 

such as bread, biscuits and milk to distribute to the children on the kayak. 

Then he threw it at another kayak and let them share it with the children. 

For the rest of his life, he quickly walked in front of the little boy, and he lifted the child up in a hand. 

At this time, the little boy drank too much water and was fainted, but there was still a weak breath. 



He immediately turned the little boy upside down, and the water he drank into his stomach quickly 

flowed out of his mouth. 

At the same time, through the little boy’s feet, the internal force is slowly and continuously sent to him, 

which speeds up the drainage and at the same time helps the little boy to wake up. 

The middle-aged woman knew that her son was still dead, and sobbing with joy, she was plunged into 

the water by the flood. 

But she quickly got up again and quickly swam towards Yu Sheng. 

“Hero, thank you, you are the great benefactor of my family!” The woman was excited to thank Yu 

Sheng before she swam to her side. 

“What’s the big problem with your child, can you swim to them by yourself?” Yu Sheng asked. 

His door panel now includes him and the little boy, and it’s a little too much to sink. If he comes up with 

a middle-aged woman, he will definitely sink. 

“Yes, yes, thank you so much!” The middle-aged woman nodded hurriedly. 

“Well, let’s swim to them first.” Yu Sheng said. 

At this time, Xia Feixue personally drove over in a kayak. 

“Is there anything wrong with the child?” Xia Feixue shouted. 

“It’s nothing, drink some water, and you will wake up in a while.” Yu Sheng turned around and said. 

“Well, then hurry up and hug him.” Xia Feixue nodded. 

“You can save her first.” Yu Sheng pointed to the middle-aged woman not far from her and said. 

He had already seen that the middle-aged woman was already at the end of the stubbornness. 

Xia Feixue looked at the middle-aged woman and went to rescue her first. 

“Thank you, thank you!” Xia Feixue pulled the woman into the kayak, and the woman thanked her 

sincerely. 

“This is our duty.” 

After Xia Feixue said something, he swam to Yu Sheng’s side again. 

For the rest of her life, she hugged the boy and jumped into the kayak. The woman took the boy and 

hugged him tightly. She couldn’t help crying. 

“Dad, you are amazing!” Xiao Shui grabbed Yu Sheng’s trouser corners, admiringly said. 

Yu Sheng smiled and touched Xiaoshui’s head and said, “You will be better than Dad in the future.” 

“Well, I will save many people like Dad in the future.” Xiao Xiao nodded and said firmly. 

“Your son is so smart.” Xia Feixue said in surprise. 

There are many children in the kindergarten who are older than Xiaoshui, but she only found that 

Xiaoshui was the only one who was crying and not afraid. 

Yu Sheng smiled, and said with a proud smile: “Don’t look at whose son it is.”  
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Xia Feixue found that she was speechless. 

That’s right, as the saying goes, I am a hero and a hero. 

For the rest of his life, he was named a hero of the people, and his son estimated that he would not be 

much worse. 

At such a young age, so smart, I am afraid that when he grows up, he will also be a civilian hero. 

However, knowing that Yu Sheng had a son, Xia Feixue was inexplicably depressed. 

Soon he sent his father and son home for the rest of his life, and with the help of Teacher He, Xia Feixue 

sent the children back to their homes one by one. 



When Yu Sheng ran Xiaoshui into the house, Xuexian found no one in the house. He called Yang Zihuan. 

It turned out that Yang Zihuan and others were also blocked in the company. 

He asked Yang Zihuan if he wanted to pick her up. Yang Zi looked at the deep flood outside and gave up, 

saying that his son would be fine, and they would stay in the company tonight. 

After thinking about it for a while, Yu Sheng still called Xia Feixue and asked them to work harder to pick 

up Yang Zihuan and Gao Qing. 

On the second day, the flood had completely subsided, but according to news reports, the direct 

economic loss of Qiancheng City alone was more than tens of billions, plus indirect losses, at least tens 

of billions. 

Yang Zihuan went to the company early in the morning, but the school was completely suspended 

today, and he had to stay at home with Xiaoshui for the rest of his life. 

Constantly reviewing news reports, Yu Sheng immediately donated 500 million in cash to the city’s flood 

relief fund in the name of the chairman of the Sihai Group, and then called Xia Jun to ask him to donate 

another five in the name of the company. Hundred million. 

Xia Jun himself also donated 50 million yuan, and even personally traveled with other shareholders, who 

also donated more than 10 million yuan. 

The city immediately called Yu Sheng and others to thank them, and at the same time announced the 

amount of their donations. It was a leading role, and other families and major companies also donated 

money. 

Since the rest of his life had a good start, on only the first day, the Flood Fighting and Rescue Foundation 

received more than 5 billion donations and nearly 1 billion in various materials. 

The top leader even asked the secretary to call Yu Sheng to thank him personally, saying that he had 

time to invite Yu Sheng to dinner, and to discuss the future planning of Chengshi. 

Another day later, the school resumed normal classes, and the rest of his life did not go to the company. 

Along the way, I couldn’t see a few cars. What I could see was basically a luxury car that was not flooded 

or had a good engine. 

After waiting for a long time, Yu Sheng waited for a taxi and went directly to Yuqin’s community. 

Although his r8 engine was flooded, it was not affected in any way. After moving the car, he called Yu 

Qin to get down. 

Due to the disaster, some projects of the Sihai Group were also affected, and even the recording time of 

large-scale entertainment programs had to be postponed by a few days. 

However, it does not affect the bidding plan of advertisers. 

Cosmic Girls, a large-scale entertainment program, has not yet begun to be recorded, and its popularity 

has been very high. This has also made many companies see the advertising effect under the huge 

traffic, and they have come to bid. 

In order to support the large and medium-sized enterprises in the province, the bidding during the 

advertising period is only for the whole province. Therefore, although many large enterprises from other 

provinces are very optimistic, they have no way to get in. 

Xiao Zixin came in with a list of companies participating in the bidding. Yu Sheng took a look at it. The list 

has been grouped by Xiao Zixin. Each city and county are grouped together, which is clear at a glance. 

Suddenly seeing several enterprises in Kaiyang County, Yu Sheng suddenly remembered some 

unpleasant things with Chen Qinshou and others in Kaiyang before, and a faint smile appeared at the 

corner of his mouth.  
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Go to Beijing. 

Xujia. 

“Qianqian, this trip to Qiancheng is a complete failure.” Xu Xiangtian sighed. 

“Don’t worry, dad, I will go back.” Xu Qianqian said. 

During this period of time, she had made no progress in any guarantee in Qiancheng, but who made Yu 

Sheng that guy so cunning, she wouldn’t give her any chance. 

Even worse, she lost her body and became pregnant, and now no one dare to tell. 

“It’s useless for you to go back, then the Xu family’s help is no longer needed for the rest of your life.” Xu 

Xiangtian sighed. 

“What’s new from Dad?” Xu Qianqian was startled and asked. 

“You have been at home and haven’t gone out the past few days, and I just came back from abroad, so 

our father and daughter didn’t know that a major event happened a few days ago.” Xu Xiangtian said. 

“What’s the big thing?” Xu Qianqian frowned. Since knowing Yu Sheng’s identity, she returned from 

Qiancheng in a fit of anger. During this period of time, she had been struggling in her heart. Whether or 

not to knock the child out, she was not in the mood to do anything outside. 

“The rest of my life, then.” 

Xu Xiangtian took a sip from his teacup and said, “He fought against Li Jing, the second master of the Li 

family, in Qiancheng, and personally killed the martial arts master Li Erye, and then forced Li Hongsu to 

hang himself and avenge his mother-killing. He doesn’t even need the help of our Xu family.” 

“What? He killed the martial arts master Li Jing?!” Xu Qianqian was shocked and couldn’t believe it. 

She knew that Yu Sheng was very good at fighting, but never thought that Yu Sheng was so strong. 

That’s the master of martial arts! 

How many of them were in the entire Upper Kyoto, they were killed by Yu Sheng! 

Xu Xiangtian nodded and said: “Yes, Yu Sheng is worthy of being the seed of the No. 1 strong Yu 

Zhongtian. It’s so surprising. It seems that it is impossible for our Xu family to re-emerge with Yu Sheng’s 

money.” 

Xu Qianqian’s face was gloomy and uncertain, and the rest of her life was really “surprised” for her. 

After a long while, Xu Qianqian said, “Dad, I’m going to go abroad for a year. After a year, I will let Yu 

Sheng be willing to help our Xu family rise.” 

Xu Xiangtian was taken aback, and asked, “What are you doing abroad? Why does it take so long?” 

Xu Qianqian certainly didn’t want to tell her dad that she was pregnant with the rest of her life, so she 

had to say: “I have the lifeblood of the rest of my life in my hands. I am going to prepare for a major 

event. One year later, we will definitely let the Xu family return to the top.” 

Xu Xiangtian worried: “Qianqian, don’t mess around. For the rest of your life, you will be a peerless 

expert who can kill even a martial arts master. Don’t offend him.” 

Xu Qianqian smiled confidently: “Dad, don’t worry. I have been working at the Sihai Group during this 

time, and I know a lot about the rest of my life. He is actually quite a short-term person, so long as you 

don’t touch his bottom line, it’s a big deal. He scolded him for being useless in public, and he rarely cares 

about you, so I will be measured.” 

Thinking of the bits and pieces of time with the rest of his life, Xu Qianqian is confident that he can make 

the rest of his life commit crimes. 

She believes that when she treats her own person, she is indeed very short-term for the rest of her life. 

Among other things, let’s take the case of her contract negotiations with the Hu family. She was bullied 

by Hu Daokun. In his anger, he directly sent Hu Daokun to jail, and made the Hu family lose hundreds of 



millions of himself. 

If he changed to another boss, would he help his employees to get ahead? 

She believes other bosses will definitely not. 

“Which country are you going to, I will send someone to protect you.” Xu Xiangtian finally nodded, and 

he still believed in his daughter. 

“Italy, I will protect myself.” Xu Qianqian shook her head. She didn’t want his father to know about her 

pregnancy. 

“All right, then you must report to me often.” Xu Xiangtian nodded, and Xu Qianqian chose Italy and he 

was relieved, because their Xu family also has a branch in Italy, and there is also a professional 

bodyguard team there. 

The next day, Xu Qianqian flew to Italy. 

Before boarding the plane, she looked to the southwest and murmured in her heart: “Yusheng, you 

super liar, when I come back from Italy, I will break your family and make you feel uneasy!”  
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“Chen Qinshou, can you really let your dad help our family relations?” At Yirenju Hotel, Liu Qianshuang 

looked at Chen Qinshou expectantly. 

She knew that Chen Qinshou had always wanted to chase her. If Chen Qinshou’s father, Chen Youde, 

really gave them a nice word from the Liu family in front of Xia Jun, so that their Liu family could get the 

tickets for this bid, she could also try to associate with Chen Qinshou. 

Although the Liu family is also a well-known company in Kaiyang, only they know that the Liu family is 

now precarious and has suffered losses for two consecutive years. 

If this time I get a mid-level advertising time, it will undoubtedly be a dead tree in spring, rain and dew 

for the Liu family. 

“Don’t worry, my dad will invite Xia Jun to dinner soon, and I will call my dad now.” Chen Qinshou said 

confidently. 

Then he took out the phone and called his father. 

“Dad, I want to ask you to do me a favor.” Chen Qinshou said directly after the call was connected. 

“What?” Chen Youde on the opposite side frowned. 

“That’s right, don’t you want to invite Xia Jun, vice chairman of the Sihai Group, to dinner? By the way, 

you also ask Mr. Xia to help and give the Liu family a bidding ticket.” Chen Qinshou said. 

“Do you want to eat ass. The Liu family is now struggling to make ends meet. Where can they be eligible 

to participate in the bidding? If Sihai Group is allowed to know the current situation of the Liu family, 

Sihai Group will definitely not like it. Then they will anger us and you will be responsible? 

In addition, there are only 30 tickets in total in this bidding, all of which have to be screened by the Four 

Seas Group. I don’t know whether the Chen family can get a ticket. ” 

Chen Youde hung up as he spoke. 

Chen Qinshou’s face changed, but he soon returned to his smile, pretending to say: “Good dad, I am 

waiting for your good news, I will thank you for Qianshuang first, hang up first, bye.” 

“What did your dad say?” Liu Qianshuang, who was opposite, asked expectantly. 

Chen Qin Shou put away his mobile phone and smiled: “Don’t worry, my dad said that there is no 

problem. Given his relationship with President Xia, he will definitely be able to give you an admission 

ticket to the Liu family.” 

Seeing Liu Qianshuang’s peerless face, Chen Qinshou could only lie. 



If he tells the truth directly, he believes that Liu Qianshuang will definitely be disappointed, let alone 

give him any chance. 

These days, because of this incident, Liu Qianshuang looked at him differently and walked a little closer 

to him. How could he miss this opportunity. 

Tonight, he must take Liu Qianshuang, and when the time comes, raw rice and cook mature rice, even if 

Liu Qianshuang knows that he is lying to her, she can only recognize it. 

When it’s a big deal, then persuade his father to let him cooperate with the Liu family. Isn’t Liu 

Qianshuang still grateful to himself? 

Liu Qianshuang was overjoyed, with an excited expression on his face: “Qin Shou, thank you.” 

Chen Qin Shou waved his hand and said proudly: “What is our relationship? Why are we still thanking 

you for a drink. Congratulations to your Liu family for getting the tickets in advance with this cup.” 

As he said, he picked up his wine glass to clink with Liu Qianshuang. 

“Come on, cheers.” Liu Qianshuang also picked up the wine glass and bumped into Chen Qinshou. 

Chen Qinshou took the initiative to fill Liu Qianshuang with wine and smiled: “Qianshuang, your family 

has won the bidding tickets, but it’s a big happy event. You have to drink three glasses to celebrate.” 

Liu Qianshuang looked at the gaze in Chen Qinshou’s eyes and realized that Chen Qinshou was blindly 

drinking his own wine, probably because he wanted to make his own mind. 

But thinking that Chen Qinshou helped her home get the bidding tickets, she couldn’t refuse Chen 

Qinshou, so she picked up the wine glass and clinked with Chen Qinshou. 

After three consecutive cups, Liu Qianshuang blushed and his head was a little dizzy. 

She had a small amount of alcohol, and Chen Qin was still ordering Wuliangye high-grade liquor. After 

three glasses, she suddenly became a little drunk. 

Seeing Chen Qinshou pouring wine again, Liu Qianshuang shook his head and said, “I really can’t drink 

it.” 

Chen Qin Shou smiled and said, “Qianshuang, today is a big day. It is worth drinking two more glasses to 

celebrate. Come on, let’s have another drink.” 

Liu Qianshuang looked embarrassed, she felt like she was going to throw up, and she would definitely 

get drunk if she continued to drink. 

Just when she somehow declined, the phone rang suddenly and it was her father.  
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“I’ll answer the phone first.” Liu Qianshuang said, then answered. 

“Qianshuang, how is the situation?” A middle-aged man’s voice came from the phone, and it was Liu 

Qianshuang’s father Liu Shijie. 

“Dad, I’m about to call you to tell you a good message. Chen Qinshou’s father has agreed to help our 

family get a ticket. Please raise money quickly. Our family must take the opportunity to shoot an 

advertisement in three days. Time.” Liu Qianshuang said excitedly. 

“Huh? Really?” Liu Shijie couldn’t believe it. 

“It’s true. Chen Qinshou has called his father just now, and his father is now inviting Dong Xiajun, Vice-

President of the Four Seas Group, to dinner.” Liu Qianshuang said affirmatively. 

“It’s great. I must prepare more than 30 million in these three days. We only need to bid for the 

advertising time in the middle. By the way, let’s hang up first. I will call Chen Youde later and thank him 

personally. “Liu Shijie said happily. 

“Well, then hang up first.” Liu Qianshuang said and hung up the phone. 



Liu Qianshuang hung up, and Chen Qinshou smiled and said, “Uncle Liu is very happy, right?” 

“Yeah, my dad said he would raise 30 million yuan in these three days, and he will wait to bid at that 

time.” Liu Qianshuang said happily. 

As long as she wins an advertisement slot, her Liu family will have a great chance to rise again, and of 

course she is happy in her heart. 

“It will definitely be able to bid. As far as I know, several advertising slots are worth only 20-30 million. I 

heard that in order to support enterprises in the province, Sihai Group has made concessions. The prime 

time advertising space starts at only 6,000. Wan, I estimate that 80 million can be photographed.” 

Chen Qin Shou said that he took the opportunity to hold the cup and respected Liu Qianshuang. 

Liu Qianshuang hesitated before holding up the cup. 

But at this moment, a figure caught her attention. Looking at the stalwart figure, Liu Qianshuang held 

the wine glass in his hand and forgot to drink it. 

Chen Qin Shou was taken aback, followed Liu Qianshuang’s gaze, and saw Yu Sheng, who had once 

made him very annoyed, walked in with the two of them, and a flash of fire suddenly appeared in his 

eyes. 

“Shao Yu, do you want to go to the emperor’s bag?” Du Fei asked. 

The visitors were Yu Sheng, Du Fei and Yu Zhong. 

For the rest of his life, I asked Du Fei to buy various medicinal materials for him, and then we had dinner 

together. 

In order to deal with the assassination of the Heavenly Kill Organization, the only thing Yu Sheng could 

do was to break through the martial arts master as soon as possible. 

The Johnson Pill is mainly used for healing, and it does not help the internal strength. Moreover, the 

crocodile is a national protected animal, and he can’t hunt and kill it, so the Johnson Pill cannot be 

made. 

What he is now going to cultivate is a higher level of Xiao Pei Yuan Dan. 

Xiao Pei Yuan Dan has the effect of consolidating the foundation and strengthening the primordial 

element. Under the master, it can greatly increase the internal strength. He estimated that more than 

ten, can make him a sudden master. 

But Xiao Pei Yuan Dan’s main medicine, the Thousand-Year Lotus Seed Heart, was too difficult to find, so 

Du Fei was asked to go to major pharmacies in various provinces and cities or some aristocratic families. 

But at the same time he also had to refine some healing pills that were one-level weaker than the strong 

life pills. 

As long as the healing pill is in hand, he will be able to dominate in the battle power at that time. 

“Just eat something at the deck below,” Yu Sheng said. 

The emperor made too much food, so he was slow, and he was a little hungry for the rest of his life, too 

lazy to wait. 

“Okay.” Du Fei said as he walked to an empty deck. 

Yu Sheng sat down on the deck and looked up, only to find that the next table was also an acquaintance. 

His eyes filtered from Chen Qinshou, placed on Liu Qianshuang’s body, and then smiled at Liu 

Qianshuang. 

There was a flash of joy in Liu Qianshuang’s eyes, and he got up and took the wine glass and the bottle 

and walked towards Yu Sheng. 

Upon seeing this, Chen Qin Shou’s expression was extremely gloomy.  
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“Manager Yu, come here to eat too.” Liu Qianshuang greeted with a smile. 

At the beginning, Chen Qin Shou trapped her in a desperate situation in that lake, but he rescued her 

from the mouth of the crocodile twice in the rest of his life. The rest of his life was her savior. 

In addition to Liu Qianshuang’s gratitude, the feeling of women worshiping heroes in my heart was also 

aroused. 

After that, she even dreamed many times for the rest of her life. After waking up from the dream, she 

was inexplicably lost. 

Sometimes she even thinks, if such a big hero is her boyfriend, it would be great. 

Even sometimes at work, this stalwart figure will come to mind. 

“Well, you came to Qiancheng to participate in the bidding?” Yu Sheng smiled. At that time, he lied to 

Liu Qianshuang to say that he was the project manager of the Sihai Group. 

“Yes, but my Liu’s company is a bit small, so I may not have the opportunity to bid.” 

Liu Qianshuang generously sat down in the empty seat next to Yu Sheng. At this time, the waiter 

brought a few cups, and she picked up a cup and gave Yu Sheng a glass of wine, and said gratefully: “Mr. 

Yu, I thanked you twice for helping me last time. I, I don’t have time to thank you, so you will return to 

Qiancheng. It’s great to think that I will meet you again tonight. Come on, I will toast you and thank you 

for your life-saving grace.” 

As she spoke, she brought the wine glass to Yu Sheng, looking at Yu Sheng with a pair of beautiful eyes, 

her eyes flowed. 

“It’s a matter of raising your hand, don’t worry about it.” Yu Sheng took the cup, touched Liu 

Qianshuang, and ate it dry. 

“For you, it’s a simple task, but for me, it’s a kind of kindness that will never end in my life.” 

Liu Qian said sincerely, then looked at Du Fei and Yu Zhong. 

Yu Sheng introduced: “My friends Du Fei, A Fei, this is Miss Kaiyang Liu Family, Liu Qianshuang.” 

“Brother Du, I also toast you a cup.” Liu Qianshuang hurriedly filled Du Fei with a cup. Since he is a friend 

of the hero, it must not be bad. 

Du Fei smiled slightly, and took a drink with Liu Qianshuang. 

“This is Uncle Zhong, you can call him Uncle Zhong.” Yu Sheng introduced Yu Zhongdao. 

“Uncle Zhong, I will toast you too.” Liu Qianshuang said while pouring Yu Zhong. 

Yu Zhong glanced at Yu Sheng, with a knowing smile in his eyes, and took a drink with Liu Qianshuang. 

Chen Qinshou at the table next to him saw Liu Qianshuang not drinking with him, so he couldn’t stop 

drinking. He immediately offered a cup to the three of Yu Sheng, and he almost hit the table with a fist 

in anger. 

At this time, after three cups, Liu Qianshuang was really dying, and for the rest of her life she had clearly 

seen that she was drunk. 

She also wanted to offer the rest of her life a glass, so she waved her hand for the rest of her life: “Let’s 

stop today, and drink it next time if you have a chance.” 

Liu Qianshuang felt a little grateful, but she was drunk with respect to Yu Sheng, she was happy in her 

heart, and she gave Yu Sheng and herself another drink. 

Seeing that her hand holding the wine was a little unstable, Yu Sheng held her hand and said, “Miss Liu, I 

don’t like others getting drunk in front of me. Drink tea.” 

As he said, he asked the waiter to cut a pot of tea. 

Being held by Yu Sheng’s hand, Liu Qianshuang’s heart was beating, and the ruddy face, which was 

originally ruddy, was even more ruddy, and even more shy. 



“Then Manager Yu, I will invite you to dinner tomorrow.” Liu Qianshuang said. 

Yu Sheng withdrew his hand, nodded and said: “Okay.” 

Liu Qianshuang took the opportunity to say: “Then let’s add WeChat, and we will contact you 

tomorrow.” 

Yu Sheng smiled, took out his mobile phone and added WeChat to Liu Qianshuang. 

Yu Zhong and Du Fei beside them both showed knowing smiles. 

After adding WeChat, Liu Qianshuang was very happy and left. 

Seeing Liu Qianshuang was going back, Chen Qinshou hurriedly followed. 

He took a deep look at Yu Sheng, his eyes full of resentment, and directly threatened: “Boy, you are the 

project manager of the Four Seas Group, right? I officially inform you that your manager has already sat 

down.” 

“Stupid.” Yu Sheng smiled, not angry, only amused by Chen Qinshou’s threat. 

Du Fei and Yu Zhong also looked at Chen Qinshou with sarcasm, and were too lazy to teach him. 

“Hmph, my dad and your vice chairman Xia Jun are friends. My dad is inviting him to dinner. I will call my 

dad now. I want President Xia to fire you!” 

Chen Qin Shou snorted angrily and immediately took out his mobile phone to make a call. 

He wanted Yu Sheng to know how good he was, and knelt down on the spot to beg him. 

Also let Liu Qianshuang know the gap between Yu Sheng and him!  
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“Please,” Yu Sheng smiled. 

However, Liu Qianshuang woke up after being frightened. Yu Sheng was her savior and a great hero in 

her mind. She couldn’t see Yu Sheng being fired. 

“Chen Qinshou, you are not offended by Manager Yu, so why are you targeting Manager Yu?” Liu 

Qianshuang said unpleasantly. 

Seeing Liu Qianshuang’s heart toward Yu Sheng, Chen Qinshou felt even more angry, and said, “This kid 

framed me that day. I am at odds with him!” 

Liu Qianshuang was quite speechless. He said that you were ashamed to mention that day, he wouldn’t 

be like you if he was a man. 

But thinking that her Liu family could get a bidding ticket, it was Chen Qinshou’s help. She opened her 

mouth and didn’t want to offend Chen Qinshou just like that. 

Just when she had nothing to do, Chen Qinshou’s phone call had already passed. 

“Dad, do you remember that in the Nanjiang Grand Canyon, a man named Yu Sheng repeatedly insulted 

me and said that our family could not get the tickets for the bidding.” Chen Qinshou said as soon as the 

call was connected. 

As he said, he looked at Yu Sheng with a sneer, as if he meant to say, boy, wait for being fired. 

“Who is the rest of my life?” Chen Youde asked. 

“A little manager of Sihai Group, Dad, this trash doesn’t take our Chen family too much. You must tell 

Mr. Xia that he is destroying Sihai Group’s reputation outside, and he smears Sihai Group in our entire 

Kaiyang. As long as you say so, President Xia will definitely fire him.” Chen Qinshou gave his father an 

idea. 

At this time in a private room of the Grand Hyatt Hotel, Xia Jun next to Chen Youde heard the word Yu 

Sheng, his eyes lit up, wondering if this Chen family still knew Yu Sheng Dong? 

When Chen Youde hung up, he smiled and asked: “Youde knows Yu Sheng too?” 



Chen Youde put down the phone and said, “There is a fate, but that kid is really hateful.” 

“Oh?” There was a smile in Xia Jun’s eyes, it turned out that he was wrong. 

“Last month we held an event in the Nanjiang Grand Canyon. That kid also participated. I don’t know 

who he is. At that time, I saw him wantonly destroying the reputation of the Sihai Group. Many people 

in Kaiyang doubted the Sihai Group. I came forward to drink. I scolded him for a few words, thinking that 

the kid was very arrogant and quarreled with me. I saw that he was young, so I didn’t care about him.” 

After a pause, Chen Youde said again: “I didn’t think that my son had just met him. He also said that the 

Universe Girls of the Four Seas Group are deceptive. They only chose a few ugly women, and no one 

would watch them. , This bid is cheated of our major companies’ money.” 

“Ah, this guy is really a bit hateful.” Xia Jun said with a smile. 

“No, yes, I heard that he is still a senior executive of Sihai Group. This is too bad. I think such a person 

does not have the slightest professional ethics, so it’s best to fire.” Chen Youde said openly. 

Xia Jun smiled and said, “Youde, thank you for your report, but I have to tell you something very 

regrettable.” 

Chen Youde was taken aback, and hurriedly asked: “Mr. Xia, what do you want to say.” 

“Your Chen family’s bid for tickets has been cancelled. From now on, the Four Seas Group will not have 

any formal cooperation with your Chen family.” 

Xia Jun glanced at Chen Youde coldly, got up and left. 

Chen Youde was dumbfounded and trembled. He hurried to catch up with Xia Jun and asked, “Mr. Xia, 

what is going on?” 

Xia Jun looked back at Chen Youde, and said with a cold face: “For the sake of our many years of 

friendship, I will show you a little bit, because the rest of your life you just wanted to expel me is the 

Chen family who will never provoke you. You guys who started up, do it yourself.” 

What? For the rest of his life, is his Chen family a big man who will never be able to provoke him 

forever? ! 

At this moment, Chen Youde was shocked and his legs became weak!  
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Seeing Chen Qin Shou’s slander for Yu Sheng, Liu Qianshuang’s eyes widened next to him, thinking that 

Chen Qin Shou was so shameless that he would wantonly smear Yu Sheng. 

“Chen Qinshou, how can you be like this? When did Manager Yu destroy the reputation of the Sihai 

Group?” In order not to anger Chen Qinshou, Liu Qianshuang was angry, but controlled his tone. 

Seeing Liu Qianshuang still begging Yu Sheng for mercy, Chen Qinshou was even more angry, and said 

coldly: “Liu Qianshuang, don’t forget, your Liu family has to rely on my father in front of President Xia if 

you want to get the bidding tickets. Please.” 

Hearing Chen Qinshou’s words, Liu Qianshuang stopped talking immediately. 

After all, whether the Liu family can cheer up again depends on whether they can bid for the next 

advertising time this time. 

She looked at Yu Sheng apologetically, and she almost cried even more anxiously in her heart. 

But seeing Yu Sheng’s fearless look on her face, she felt a little relieved. 

Yu Sheng is an executive of the Sihai Group. She thinks that Xia Jun will not fire the executives of her 

company for the Chen family’s side. How about let other executives think? 

Thinking about this, she also breathed a sigh of relief. 

Things should not go in the worst direction. 



“Boy, wait for you to be fired.” Chen Qinshou looked at Yu Sheng with a smug expression. 

“If your little idiot can control the Sihai Group, then the Sihai Group doesn’t need to establish a foothold 

in Qiancheng. I am waiting for you to fire me.” Yu Sheng smiled. 

“Hmph, you can be proud of it. If you can still be proud of it after a while, I will kneel down and call you 

grandpa!” Chen Qinshou coldly snorted. 

As soon as his voice fell, the phone rang. When he came out, he saw that his father was calling, and he 

said proudly: “Boy, my dad called me back. It must be President Xia who agreed to fire you, Xiaobi , With 

the identity of the manager of the Four Seas Group, I see how you pretend to be forced.” 

“Mr. Xia really fired Manager Yu?” Liu Qianshuang was shocked, staring at Chen Qinshou in a daze. Is 

Chen Youde’s relationship with Xia Jun so strong? 

“If you don’t believe me, just listen.” As he said, he pressed the answer button and at the same time 

pressed the PA. 

“Nizi, where are you now, hurry up and get me back to the hotel, and see if I don’t interrupt your legs!” 

As soon as he answered, Chen Qinshou’s mind was shocked by the roaring voice of Chen Youde on the 

phone. 

“Dad…” Chen Qinshou said subconsciously. 

“Nizi, you quickly apologize to the rest of your life, and then get back to me!” Chen Youde roared. 

“Dad, what’s the matter? Didn’t you let President Xia be fired for the rest of his life?” Chen Qinshou 

looked dumbfounded. 

“I fired your mother! Beast, if you dare to provoke the rest of your life, my entire Chen family will be 

killed by you!” Chen Youde was furious. After roaring, he immediately smashed the phone. 

Chen Qin Shou here was taken aback. It was the first time that his father was so angry. What the hell 

was going on! 

“What did you just say, saying that if Xia Jun doesn’t fire me, you have to kneel down and call me 

grandpa. Come on, grandson, kneel down and call me grandpa.” Yu Sheng laughed. 

Chen Qin was so angry that he was vomiting blood, and said angrily: “Boy, don’t be too early, the road is 

still long, let’s wait and see!” 

He hummed heavily, then strode outside. 

Seeing that Yu Sheng had not been expelled, Liu Qianshuang was also relieved. She drank a little today 

and wanted to go back to rest, so she bid farewell to Yu Sheng. 

Liu Qianshuang walked out of the pleasant house and found that Chen Qinshou was waiting for him and 

her outside. He couldn’t help but startled slightly. 

“Qianshuang, you have drunk so much wine, I will send you back.” Chen Qinshou smiled. 

After coming out, Jing Chong overcomes the doubts in his heart, and he decides to go back to his father 

tomorrow. 

Of course he can’t miss such a good opportunity today. When Liu Qianshuang knows that his father 

doesn’t have the chance to help the Liu family get the bidding tickets tomorrow, he won’t have a chance 

again. 

So tonight, while Liu Qianshuang drank too much, he would take the opportunity to take Liu Qianshuang 

down and let the raw rice cook mature rice. 

“No, I’ll take a taxi and go back.” Liu Qianshuang declined. 

“What’s so troublesome? Get in the car. The hotel I live in is not far from you, and it just happened to be 

on the way.” Chen Qinshou said, pushing Liu Qianshuang into the car. 

Liu Qianshuang refused to resign, so he got into the car.  
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“Yu Shao, I think that kid has an unruly heart towards Miss Liu.” 

Du Fei looked out the door, and Chen Qinshou pushed Liu Qianshuang into the car and said, “Would you 

like me to let people teach that kid?” 

“It’s just a clown, what’s wrong with him.” Yu Sheng shook his head. 

“Don’t you see that Miss Liu is interesting to you?” Du Fei said. 

Yu Zhong also smiled and said: “The young master didn’t see it, but he didn’t mean that to Ms. Liu. Or if 

you saw the eagerness in her eyes when Ms. Liu looked at the young master, it was a man who could tell 

her to the young master. I’m tempted.” 

Du Fei nodded and said: “Yes, but I think that kid is ill-intentioned with Miss Liu. I can see it from his 

eyes, it’s too obvious.” 

Yu Sheng looked at the two and smiled: “You two are just dogs and mice. First of all, Liu Qianshuang and 

Chen Qinshou are acquaintances and may also be friends. Otherwise, they won’t be eating together 

today. Secondly. I just happened by accident. She saved Liu Qianshuang’s life, and she has nothing but 

gratitude for me. Besides, maybe the two of them are lovers. Didn’t that make a big oolong?” 

Du Fei nodded and said, “Well, you are reasonable, but Liu Qianshuang is indeed beautiful. It is one of 

the rare beauties in Qiancheng. It is stunning, but unfortunately it is cheaper than Chen Qin Shouna. 

waste.” 

Yu Sheng smiled and said, “Come on, when have you been so caring about women?” 

Du Fei laughed and said, “I’m not a pity for you.” 

Yu Sheng rolled his eyes and said, “I am a person with a wife and children. It’s a pity that you do me a 

fart.” 

Du Fei laughed and poured a cup of tea for Yu Sheng and Yu Zhong, and took a sip: “This tea is not bad, 

let’s have a cup of tea first.” 

Yu Sheng and Yu Zhong also took their teacups and sipped their mouths. They were authentic and really 

good. 

Soon the wine and food came up, and the three of them chatted and drank. 

“Master, I will return to Beijing tomorrow. You must pay attention to the Heavenly Killing organization 

here. If it doesn’t work, you should leave Qiancheng to avoid the limelight.” Yu Zhong said after the 

three cups. 

“Don’t worry, the epidemic situation abroad is serious, especially in Africa, which are basically under 

lockdown. Even if they take the order from the Li family, it is estimated that they will not be able to 

come to China in one or two months.” Yu Sheng said lightly. 

The god kills organization is headquartered in Africa. Although they have separate rudders in Xia Hua, all 

the killers above the master are in the headquarters. Now the epidemic in Africa is quite serious, not to 

mention private jets, even the official airlines are out of service. It’s a month, and if you want to come to 

China, you have to apply officially. 

In these two months, as long as the rest of his life breaks through to the realm of the master, his 

strength will increase greatly, and who will kill and who will not know at that time. 

“Well, I also think that within a month or two, it is impossible for the god kill organization to come to 

China.” Du Fei also nodded and said. 

Yu Sheng said again: “When it comes to you, after you go to the capital, keep a low profile. It’s best not 

to let the Li family know that you are back, lest they take you out of anger.” 

Yu Zhong smiled and said, “Master, don’t worry. I have run some forces in Shangjing in the past few 



years. The Li family will not find me so easily. Besides, even if they find me, they won’t do anything to 

me. This will damage their Li family’s reputation, and the Li family will not do this kind of thing.” 

After thinking about it for the rest of his life, he nodded and told them to drink. 

When Yu Zhong returned to Beijing this time, he wanted to help Yu Sheng find a lot of medicinal 

materials, and Yu Sheng couldn’t persuade him to stay. 

“By the way, these days my mother’s memorial day, I will go and lie down in Beijing, then you will 

arrange it.” Yu Sheng said again. 

In fact, he wanted to go to Beijing secretly to pay homage to his mother in recent years, but in the end 

he gave up. 

Now that the revenge has been taken, the Li family dare not do anything to him for the time being, it is 

time to go to his mother’s grave for a memorial service. 

“Yeah.” Yu Zhong nodded. 

At this moment, a scream came from a deck not far away. Yu Sheng looked back and saw a customer 

slapped a waiter with a fierce look. 

Seeing the waiter being beaten, Yu Sheng was stunned, and didn’t expect it to be her.  

 


